
FS USA: Synths, Samplers, FX
Posted by toddADSR - 2013/09/13 03:58
_____________________________________

All items in Colorado Springs, CO, USA.  Buyer pays shipping.

toddADSR on the forums, nickolasauctions on the Bay if you want to check feedback.

http://s1137.photobucket.com/user/toddnickolas/library/Gear%20For%20Sale


3U Analog Eurorack Modular System - I will not part this out.  This is a very nice self-sufficient unit, or will merge nicely
with an existing setup.  Like new condition.  Just wanted to see if I could put one together and get some nice sounds out
of it, which I did. - $1200, contains over $1400 worth of stuff:
(1) Tiptop Audio Happy Ending Kit with black Z-ears, power supply
(1) Tiptop Audio Z2040 vc-filter (based on Kobol / Prophet 5 filter w/ built in VCA)
(1) Tiptop Audio X3000 mk2 Smart VCO
(1) Pittsburgh Modular Mixer
(1) Pittsburgh Modular Multiple
(1) Doepfer A-118 Noise / Random
(1) Doepfer A-143-2 Quad ADSR
(1) Synthesis Technology / MOTM E355 Morphing Dual LFO
(10) Tiptop Audio Stackcable cables  + plus some misc. generic but new other cables


Waldorf Blofeld Desktop (White) - excellent to near mint condition, all encoders and buttons working perfect - $375


Yamaha Motif ES Rack - excellent condition, especially front face, with a few minor rack scratches on top.  The
arpeggiator on this thing is killer and transmits over MIDI! - $500


Mutable Instruments Shruthi w/ Polivoks filter and custom red VanDaal metal case w/ wood sides - like new - $400


E-MU Proteus 2000 w/ Rob Papen Techno Synth Construction Yard ROM - excellent condition, protective plastic still on
screen - $300


Korg Microsampler - like new with all original materials and box.  This thing reminds when of when affordable samplers
came on the market in the 80s and were fun to use, but this has way more features than back then. - SALE PENDING


Mutable Instruments MIDIPAL - the "Swiss Army Knife" of MIDI, like new w/ bag - $175


Eventide Space FX - Excellent condition with guide and power.  Velcro on bottom. - $350


Yamaha UD Stomp Delay Pedal - Insane!  Each program can have up to 8 (!) delays running in serial or parallel.  Very
good condition, couple minor scratches on sides.  Velcro on bottom.  With manual, box, power - $375


Symetrix 606 Delay - front panel excellent condition, some very minor rack rash on body - $325


Samson S-Com Plus Stereo Compressor / Limiter With De-Esser - great condition - $50
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Pictures and other items added.
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Re:FS USA: Synths, Samplers, FX
Posted by Rusty - 2013/09/17 09:36
_____________________________________

Check your pms
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